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A 1-armed Bandit

You walk into a casino…

… and there it is – your Nemisis!

You walk up to the machine and start 
pulling the lever

In this case:
– there’s just one possible lever to pull
– you will eventually be able to estimate 

the probability of a payout

For example:

One pull costs 
one cent

Pays out 2 cents 
9% of the time

Pays out $10
1% of time



  

The k-armed bandit problem

Same as 1-armed bandit except that there 
are now k-levers instead of just one.

– at each time step, t=1, 2, 3, …, you 
choose one action from a set of k possible 
actions

– you receive a real valued reward after 
taking the action

– reward depends only on action taken; it is 
identically, independently distributed (iid)

– the expected reward for any action is unknown; distribution of rewards is 
unknown



  

The k-armed bandit problem

Same as 1-armed bandit except that there 
are now k-levers instead of just one.

– at each time step, t=1, 2, 3, …, you 
choose one action from a set of k possible 
actions

– you receive a real valued reward after 
taking the action

– reward depends only on action taken; it is 
identically, independently distributed (iid)

– the expected reward for any action is unknown; distribution of rewards is 
unknown

– Goal: maximize total reward. You must explore different actions and 
eventually maximize reward by selecting the action with the highest 
estimated expected reward.



  

Think-pair-share question

Example of a 4-armed bandit:

So, how should you act?



  

Q values

Define the Q-function to be:
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Q values

Define the Q-function to be:

Suppose agent gets a lot of experience executing different actions.
How estimate q-function for a given action?

Call this the “q-value”

In the limit, this estimate 
converges to the true value:



  

Exploration vs Exploitation

Given an estimate of             , how do we decide how to act?

Two possibilities:

1. Greedy action selection:

2. Do something else
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Exploration vs Exploitation

Given an estimate of             , how do we decide how to act?

Two possibilities:

1. Greedy action selection:

2. Do something else

– if we don’t explore, then our q-value estimates may be wrong!

– if we don’t exploit, then we never utilize our knowledge!

Exploitation

Exploration



  

E-greedy action selection

• In greedy action selection, you always exploit

• In -greedy, you are usually greedy, but with  �
probability  you instead pick an action at random  �
(possibly the greedy action again)

• This is perhaps the simplest way to balance 
exploration and exploitation



  

E-greedy k-armed bandit algorithm



  

E-greedy k-armed bandit algorithm

Incremental estimate of 



  

Incremental q-value estimate



  

Incremental q-value estimate

SB, eq 2.3



  

Example: 10-armed bandit problem

Create a new 10-armed bandit by sampling:

For each action, reward drawn from a Gaussian distribution:



  

How does e-greedy action selection perform 
on the 10-armed bandit problem?

Results averaged over 2000 10-armed bandit problems and 1000 runs per problem.



  

Think-pair-share question

Figure 2.2



  

Non-stationary problems

What if the true action-values change over time?



  

Non-stationary problems



  

Convergence conditions

These are standard conditions for convergence for any monte carlo estimate



  

Think-pair-share

Weighting on prior rewards for constant-alpha case



  

Optimistic initial values



  

Think-pair-share question

What do you think accounts for these spikes?
– these curves are averages over 2000 

different 10-armed bandit tasks
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UCB action selection

This term is an upper bound on the likely 
value of this action based on our uncertainty

The cool thing about the UCB form is that regret is bounded 
logarithmically w/ the number of actions.



  

UCB action selection

This term is an upper bound on the likely 
value of this action based on our uncertainty

The cool thing about the UCB form is that regret is bounded 
logarithmically w/ the number of actions.

Regret: difference between your expected return 
using this strategy and how well you might have 
done if you knew which arm was best in advance



  

UCB action selection



  

Summary
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